


SURFING AT
NIYAMA

The Indian Ocean, renowned for producing some of the best and most 

famous waves in the world, is home to Niyama. 

Ideally located in the southern area of the central Maldivian atolls, 

Niyama is consistently powered by ocean swells in both the South 

Western monsoon season from April to October, and the North 

Eastern monsoon season from November to March. And, Niyama 

has VODI - its own private wave exclusive for guests who stay with 

us. This means no crowds, and plenty of waves for everyone.

For those looking for adventure, take a boat and search for other waves 

in the Dhaalu atoll, or go even further and explore the waves in the Thaa 

and Laamu atolls. Or revel in both the world of luxury and adventure, 

and book a sea plane to surf waves all around the Maldives. With 

nowhere too far, you can see and surf all of the Maldives without the 

hassle of multiple bookings and lost time in transit - truly a revolutionary 

experience in surf tourism. 

Our surf guides are trained professsionals that can help you score 

the best waves of the day. For those looking to begin surfing, they 

can help you get acquainted with our learn to surf offerings.

MALE

DHAALU ATOLL

THAA ATOLL
LAAMU ATOLL

MONTHLY  CONDITIONS

60%2-3ft

JAN

100%6ft

JUL

75%2-3ft

FEB

100%6ft

AUG

85%4ft

MAR

100%4-5ft

SEP

90%4ft

APR

85%4-5ft

OCT

90%5ft

MAY

75%2-3ft

NOV

100%5ft

JUN

75%2-3ft

DEC



LOCAL WAVES

VODI

KASABU

HOCUS POCUS

VODI, our house wave located on Play Island, is a left hand reef 
break in front of Surf Shack, exclusive to Niyama guests only. 
Vodi is accessible straight from the beach, requiring no boat - a 
rarity in the Maldives. You can also check Vodi from your bed on 
the in-room TV with a live camera stream.

KASABU is a right reef break across the channel from Vodi and 
accessible by a quick 10 minute boat transfer. A long wrapping 
right that is great for turns, and offers an end barrel section.

HOCUS POCUS is a fast barreling right located 15 minutes from 
Niyama and accessible by our surf transfer service.

Further afar are more waves for those willing to adventure.
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A  private left hand reef break that is good for turns 
and barrels. Enter and exit by the stairs and use the 
flags as a line-up marker. 
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A very long right hander across the straight
from Vodi, great for turns and offers an end 
barrel section. The perfect spot to surf in west 
to northwesterly winds.
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An advanced hollow right hand reef break that 
works on a large SW swell, or when there is some 
east in the swell.
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OTHER BREAKS

For  those seeking solitude, other breaks in 
the Dhaalu atoll exist that are accessible by 
boat. They are great options for those 
looking to see more and spend time on the 
water.



SEA PLANE
SURFARI

No wave is too far when traveling by air. Our 
Sea Plane Surf Transfer is the ultimate way to 
experience all the waves in the Maldives 
without the hassle of multiple bookings and 
lost time in transit.



WAVES

INSIDE MIKADO’S
A perfect wraparound right hander, offering barrels 

in a SW wind 

YIN YANG
A corner of reef offering an outside wave perfect for 

turns, and then a barreling right breaking off the 

inside corner 

MACHINES & MULI 
Both are great options in a west wind

MANY MORE 
Speak with your surf guide

*Some of these spots are also accessible by boat on 

1/2  or full day charter. There are also many more 

waves accessible by sea plane.
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LEARN TO SURF

Niyama isn’t only a place for experienced surfers, 
it’s a great place to learn to surf! Our surf guides 
give First Surf Experience lessons in the lagoon 
for first time  learners, both young and old, before 
moving onto learning in the waves. 

After  one has a lagoon lesson, one can get 1-on-1 
coaching to keep progressing to the next level! 
Coaching for beginners or advanced surfers is 
available, helping you to achieve your surfing 
goals! 

Already a surfer but left your gear at home? Rent 
a surfboard and booties from the SURF CENTER 
next to the Surf Shack!

Also, have the moment captured forever with a 
photo package!





SURF FORECAST

Our surf guides will keep you up to date
on the surf forecast, but for those that
would like to check it out themselves,
we recommend using Magicseaweed 
for VODI.

SURF GEAR

The surf Center has surfboards, soft-tops, 
body boards, fins, booties, sunscreen, 
wax, and much more for rent and sale.

SURF CHECK

Our surf guides do daily surf checks and 
give recommendations via our Niyama 
Surf WhatsApp group. Contact us if 
you’d like to be added to the group, or 
stop by the Surf  Center to talk in person! 

SURF PHOTOS + VIDEO

If you are interested in capturing your 
sessions or your surf lesson, speak to us 
at the surf center for photo packages.

VODI SURF CAMERA

Check the surf from the comfort of your villa!

SURF TRANSFERS

Surf Transfers can be arranged by your surf 
guide. The best way to make the transfer 
seamless, is to inquire the day before.

SURF AMENITIES



TAG & FOLLOW @NIYAMASURF FOR MORE WAVES FROM NIYAMA
#NIYAMASURF 



SURF SHACK

Whether it’s morning yoga, or watching 
the surf over a beer or cocktail – the surf 
shack is always happening. Sample over 
30 international rums from the bar and 
replenish yourself with tacos, burgers, 
and other lite bites from The Food Truck 
to catch good island vibes.






